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Abstract

Recently, polar-based representation has shown promis-
ing properties in perceptual tasks. In addition to Cartesian-
based approaches, which separate point clouds unevenly,
representing point clouds as polar grids has been recog-
nized as an alternative due to (1) its advantage in robust
performance under different resolutions and (2) its supe-
riority in streaming-based approaches. However, state-
of-the-art polar-based detection methods inevitably suffer
from the feature distortion problem because of the non-
uniform division of polar representation, resulting in a non-
negligible performance gap compared to Cartesian-based
approaches. To tackle this issue, we present PARTNER, a
novel 3D object detector in the polar coordinate. PARTNER
alleviates the dilemma of feature distortion with global rep-
resentation re-alignment and facilitates the regression by
introducing instance-level geometric information into the
detection head. Extensive experiments show overwhelming
advantages in streaming-based detection and different reso-
lutions. Furthermore, our method outperforms the previous
polar-based works with remarkable margins of 3.68% and
9.15% on Waymo and ONCE validation set, thus achieving
competitive results over the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
3D object detection serves as an indispensable compo-

nent in 3D scene understanding for autonomous driving.
With increased affordability and accessibility, LiDAR sen-
sors are now widely adopted for accurate localization. Un-
like regular camera images, LiDAR point cloud has its own
unordered, unstructured and sparse nature, thus requiring an
effective representation for 3D object detection algorithms
in real world.

Prior arts have explored a variety of representations for
point clouds. Point-based approaches [24, 31, 30] directly
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Figure 1. The superiority of polar representation. Experiments
are conducted on Waymo val. set. (a) Performance compari-
son between different volumetric representations. When enlarging
the voxel size of 3D detector CenterPoint [32], replacing cuboid-
shaped voxelization with a polar-based one could significantly re-
duce the performance drop, indicating the accuracy robustness of
polar representation. (b) Performance in a streaming-based archi-
tecture. Our PARTNER outperforms the state-of-the-art streaming
detector PolarStream [3] with remarkable margins.

process raw points by PointNet and its variants [20, 21],
which also suffer from time-consuming neighbor sampling
and grouping operations. Range-based methods [13, 7, 2]
represent the LiDAR points in a 2.5D manifold structure.
Its compactness enables fast neighbor queries and avoids
computation on the empty zone, yet its performance still
falls behind other representations. Alternatively, grid-based
methods [36, 12, 29, 32, 28] generally transform irregu-
lar point clouds into 2D pillars or 3D voxels, and gen-
erate 3D boxes in bird’s-eye-view (BEV). Due to their
reasonable computation cost and high performance, these
methods have currently dominated the 3D detection bench-
mark on large-scale datasets [1, 25]. Nevertheless, popular
Cartesian-based volumetric representation encounters the
problem of non-uniform density distribution over distances,
where nearby region has much greater density than the dis-
tant. To guarantee affordable memory cost, cells close to
sensors have to discard many points during encoding, thus
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Figure 2. An example of polar feature distortion. Due to the non-
uniform division of polar representation, even identical objects
in different ranges and headings present diverse distorted appear-
ances, resulting in a global misalignment between objects and re-
gression difficulty for polar-based 3D detectors.

blurring out fine details of nearby objects. While polar rep-
resentation shows the ability to relieve this problem, for its
volume varying with distance naturally matches the unbal-
anced distribution of point clouds. Moreover, its success on
LiDAR semantic segmentation task [33, 39] motivates us to
exploit polar representation in LiDAR 3D object detection.

Polar representation has its potential superiority in sev-
eral applications. On the one hand, it benefits robust perfor-
mance under different resolutions due to the consistency be-
tween its partition property and the uneven sparsity of point
clouds. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), enlarging the voxel size
of Cartesian-based 3D detector CenterPoint [32] leads to an
exponential performance drop, as enlarged voxelization in-
duces more information loss. In contrast, the accuracy of
the polar-based detector decreases linearly due to the non-
uniform voxelization process, which aligns with real-world
applications in autonomous driving. On the other hand,
polar representation naturally resolves the efficiency chal-
lenges of existing streaming-based architectures [10, 8, 3],
which processes LiDAR sectors sequentially as soon as
scanned data arrives in order to reduce the system latency.
Under this setting, the traditional cuboid-shaped voxeliza-
tion would inevitably waste both computation and memory
on empty voxel regions [3]. In comparison, polar-shaped
voxels follow the circular nature of rotating LiDAR emitter
and represent wedge-shaped sectors compactly, thus serv-
ing as a more suitable solution for streaming-based ap-
proaches (shown in Fig. 1(b)).

Despite its promising characteristics, polar-based 3D de-
tector inevitably suffers from severe feature distortions. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, identical objects in different ranges and
headings present diverse distorted appearances, which re-
veals two main problems in polar representation. First of
all, due to the salient occupation variations between objects,
the translation-invariant convolution is not compatible with
non-rectangular structures and is also limited by local re-

ceptive fields, which leads to misalignment over global fea-
ture maps. Although PolarStream [3] has attempted to ad-
dress this issue by employing range-stratified convolutions,
the cumbersome design fails to re-align the features for fea-
sible object recognition. Moreover, traditional CNN-based
polar heads undergo difficulties in box prediction. Owing
to the difference in the coordinate system between feature
representation and our targeted 3D bounding box, the con-
volution operation fails to capture the geometric clues in
Cartesian coordinates, resulting in regression difficulty.

To address the above issues, we present a novel PolAr
RepresenTatioN detEctoR, dubbed PARTNER, to learn
effective representation in polar coordinates. We intro-
duce two key components, namely global representation
re-alignment module and geometry-aware adaptive module.
Global representation re-alignment module employs a novel
attention mechanism to re-align the features between ob-
jects. To avoid introducing background noise and efficiently
enlarge the receptive field for information interaction, we
first condense each column of polar features into a few rep-
resentative points. This operation is based on polar-specific
observation that features along radial direction only contain
limited information due to the occlusion in LiDAR scan-
ning. After radial feature condensing, angular-wise self-
attention is conducted based on those representative points
for global feature alignment. In addition, to facilitate box
regression, geometry-aware adaptive module leverages aux-
iliary supervision to introduce extra geometric and instance
information to each pixel. Then the predicted information
is explicitly introduced into a self-attention mechanism for
feature aggregation. Equipped with the proposed designs,
our polar 3D detector achieves superior performance over
Cartesian-based methods.

In brief, our contributions are summarized as follows:
(i) We explore the feature distortion problem in polar repre-
sentation and propose a novel LiDAR-based 3D object de-
tector, dubbed PARTNER, in the polar coordinate system.
(ii) We introduce two polar-tailored designs: a global repre-
sentation re-alignment module to undistort polar-based fea-
tures and a geometry-aware adaptive module for accurate
box prediction. (iii) We extensively validate the effective-
ness of our designs on the Waymo and ONCE datasets. Par-
ticularly, our PARTNER achieves competitive results over
the state-of-the-art methods and demonstrates overwhelm-
ing advantages in streaming and low resolution scenarios.

2. Related work
Cartesian-based 3D object detection. Current LiDAR-
based 3D object detection methods generally transform ir-
regular point clouds to grid representation in Cartesian co-
ordinates and detect objects in bird’s-eye-view (BEV). Pio-
neer work PointPillars [12] typically groups the points into
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Figure 3. The overall architecture of our framework. PARTNER contains four major components: the 3D backbone, the global represen-
tation re-alignment module, the 2D FPN, and the geometry-aware adaptive module. The 3D backbone takes the rasterized point cloud as
input and produces the Bird-Eye-View (BEV) feature map for the 3D scene. The global representation re-alignement module introduces
cross-attention between representative features and the corresponding columns as well as self-attention among representative features to
re-align the feature representation. Finally, after the 2D FPN backbone, the geometry-aware adaptive module introduces geometric clues
to the feature aggregation process with the help of two auxiliary tasks and detection head produces predicted results.

BEV pillars and employs 2D CNNs to generate 3D pro-
posals. In VoxelNet [36], points are divided into 3D vox-
els, and 3D CNNs are leveraged for voxel feature aggrega-
tion. SECOND [29] further proposes a sparse convolution
operation for efficient voxel processing. CenterPoint [32]
replaces the general anchor-based detector with a center-
based assignment for accurate box localization. Until now,
grid-based methods dominate the majority of 3D detection
benchmarks, especially on large-scale datasets [25, 1].

Polar-based 3D object detection. Polar or polar-like co-
ordinate system was first explored in LiDAR semantic seg-
mentation tasks. PolarNet [33] and Cylinder3D [39] point
out the varying-density property caused by Cartesian vox-
els and employ polar-shaped partition to balance the points
across grid cells. However, unlike classification-style tasks,
3D detection additionally requires regression of the object
bounding box, thus challenging more on the feature distor-
tion problem in polar representation. PolarStream [3] pro-
poses a polar-to-Cartesian sampling module for classifica-
tion and applies range-stratified convolution and normaliza-
tion to process features over different ranges. Considering
the limitation of translation-invariant convolution, we resort
to the attention mechanism for tackling the challenges of

appearance distortion in polar coordinate.

Transformer. The success of the transformer has been
demonstrated in computer vision tasks. Building upon
the pioneering work ViT [5], many efforts have been de-
voted to attention mechanism designs. Axial Attention [11]
proposes stacked axis-wise transformers for computation
efficiency while Swin Transformer [16] introduces local
window attention with window shifting. FAN [34] intro-
duces channel-wise global attention for emerging visual
groups of transformers. Recently, transformer-based archi-
tectures are also adopted in LiDAR-based 3D object de-
tection. VoTr [19] and SST [6] first apply transformer-
based 3D backbones to sparse voxels. Voxel Set Trans-
former [4] introduces voxel-based set attention to reduce
the self-attention in each voxel. Compared with previous
methods, PARTNER is designed with priors in polar rep-
resentation to solve the feature distortion issue by learning
effective representation.

3. Method
This section presents our PolAr RepresenTatioN

detEctoR (PARTNER), a single stage detector designed for
polar BEV representation. The overall architecture is first
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introduced in Sec. 3.1. Then we detail two key components
in PARTNER: global representation re-alignment module in
Sec. 3.2 and geometry-aware adaptive module in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Overall architecture

For each 3D scene, PARTNER takes a point cloud con-
sisting of Np points as input. Each LiDAR point is rep-
resented by a vector of point feature (rp, ap, xp, yp, zp, ip),
where (xp, yp, zp) is the Cartesian coordinates, (rp, ap) is
the polar coordinates, and ip is the reflection intensity.

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of our proposed PART-
NER, which consists of four parts: (1) The grid-based 3D
backbone leverages grid feature embeddings from points in
voxels or pillars and compresses sparse point features into a
dense BEV feature map in polar coordinates. (2) Global
representation re-alignment module takes BEV maps as
input and produces re-aligned features by applying self-
attention to representative features. (3) FPN backbone takes
the re-aligned features for feature aggregation and then (4)
geometry-aware adaptive module enhances the feature map
with both geometry cues and instance information before
producing detection results.

3.2. Global representation re-alignment module

In this section, we introduce the Global Representation
Re-alignment (GRR) module, a simple yet effective module
that applies attention to those essential representative fea-
tures for global alignment. The idea behind this design is
based on the observation that the spatial resolution of polar
grids varies depending on the range. With such differences,
two identical objects in different ranges could occupy a dif-
ferent number of pixels, which results in the feature distor-
tion problem found in existing polar detectors and worsens
the performance of the CNN-based feature extractor.

To this end, the global representation re-alignment is de-
signed with two kinds of attention sub-modules: the con-
dense attention for column feature condensing and the an-
gular attention for feature re-alignment. Details of two sub-
modules will be presented in the following.

Condense attention. As is shown in Fig. 3, the proposed
condense attention takes the BEV feature F ∈ RR×A×C

from the 3D backbone as input, where R and A denote the
resolution of the radial and azimuth space, and C denotes
the number of feature channels. In order to select represen-
tative features, a 1D local max filtering operation along the
radial direction is first applied:

F score
sparse = maxfil

r=(S,1)

(F ), (1)

where maxfil is an operation that seeks out local-maxima
in a S × 1 neighborhood, preventing the following selec-
tion operation from choosing features representing the same

object. The filtering operation maintains the diversity of
the representative features without introducing noise from
background pixels. Then we can get the index of the essen-
tial features for each column:

(I1, · · · , IA) = topk
dim=0

(F score
sparse), (2)

where Ii ∈ ZN denotes the N indexes of the pixels with the
top-k scores in the i-th column. This top-k operator takes
advantage of the data prior: in polar BEV maps, the pix-
els along the radial direction encode points from a small
scanning angle. The information in each column is lim-
ited due to the occlusion between objects and is distributed
in a concentrated manner on the objects or stuff. There-
fore, the selected pixels generally indicate where the 3D
object is likely to appear in the 3D scene and could be
regarded as representative querying pixels of the column.
Introducing these representative features avoids the noise
and computational overhead introduced by the background
area and maintains the diversity of object features in the
range aspect. Afterward, we compress each column to its
representative features. Let f

′

i = F [Ii, i, :] ∈ RN×C and
fi = F [:, i, :] ∈ RR×C be the query and attending features
of the i-th column, and pi, p

′

i be the corresponding coordi-
nates of the real pixel centers in both polar and Cartesian
systems. For the i-th column, we conduct dot-product at-
tention as follows:

Qi = f
′

iWq,Ki = fiWk, Vi = fiWv,

frep
i = softmax(

QiK
T
i√
d

) · Vi + E(pi, p
′

i),
(3)

where Wq,Wk,Wv are the linear projection of query, key,
and value, I

′

i is the index of the whole column, and
E(pi, p

′

i) is a function of the relative positional encoding:

E(pi, p
′

i) = ReLU((pi − p
′

i) ·Wpos). (4)

The cross-attention will be executed for each column to
get a condensed feature map F rep = (frep

1 , · · · , frep
A ) ∈

RN×A×C for the following re-alignment operation.

Angular attention. With the above condensed represen-
tative features, angular attention uses self-attention for
global re-alignment. The design is based on the observa-
tion that a distant feature encodes a much larger region than
nearby features. Thus, it is necessary to introduce an appro-
priate receptive field in azimuth, which helps distant fea-
tures access enough nearby features for re-alignment with-
out introducing too much computational overhead. With the
above prior, we introduce local window attention with win-
dow shifting. The condensed feature map F rep ∈ RN×A×C

is first divided into non-overlapping windows, where the
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Figure 4. The overall architecture of geometry-aware adaptive
module. The geometry-aware prediction module takes 2D BEV
features as input, and predicts the foreground segmentation and
center regression results. The geometry-aware aggregation mod-
ule takes the predicted clues and processes them through an MLP
with the positional clues and the BEV features to produce query,
key, and value map. Then two stacked multi-head window atten-
tions are deployed to the maps.

window size is set to N × Wa. For feature fw
i in the i-th

window, self-attention is applied following Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.
After angular attentions, the module applies a reverse

condense attention to fr and F to broadcast the re-aligned
representative features to each column of the BEV map. Let
FA ∈ RN×A×C denote the output feature of the last angu-
lar attention. With fi = F [:, i, :] ∈ RR×C and fa

i = FA[:
, i, :] ∈ RN×C as the query and attending features respec-
tively, the formulation of the cross-attention is the same as
Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.

Our model employs two stacked modules for informa-
tion interaction, where the second angular attention uses a
shifted window partition. Slightly different from the shift-
ing mechanism in Swin Transformer [16], the window is
directly rolled without multiplying an attention mask, ow-
ing to the existing connection between the most left column
and most right column of the polar BEV map.

3.3. Geometry-aware adaptive module

In this section, we first investigate the potential draw-
backs of the polar framework on detection heads. As is
discussed in Sec. 1, the spatial resolution of polar grids
varies depending on the range, which brings the follow-
ing problems for the detection head: 1) feature blurring that
distant scenes are represented with low resolution, making
distant objects close to each other indistinguishable, and
2) shape variation where traditional CNN-based regression
heads tend to fail due to the diverse distorted appearances of
objects in different ranges or with different heading angles.
Both of the two issues would lead to regression difficulties
in polar detectors.

To address these challenges, we present the Geometry-
aware Adaptive (GA) module, a plug-and-play module that
is deployed right before the detection head. The module dis-
criminates features from different instances and explicitly
introduces both instance information and geometric clues

to the feature aggregation process. In the following part,
we first introduce the geometry-aware prediction module,
followed by the details of the geometry-aware aggregation
module.

Geometry-aware prediction. To obtain fine-grained in-
stance and geometric information, we leverage auxiliary su-
pervisions with two prediction branches: a foreground seg-
mentation branch and a regression branch. Detailedly, both
branches take the BEV features Fneck produced by the 2D
backbone as input. The segmentation branch produces a
heatmap H ∈ RR×A. Let Ĥ ∈ RR×A denote the corre-
sponding target map of H and Bbev ∈ RM×5 denote the
BEV bounding boxes (x, y, w, h, θ) of the ground-truth ob-
jects. The target map of Ĥ can be formulated as:

Ĥ[i] =

{
1 if ∃Bbev[j], pi is inside Bbev[j]

0 otherwise
, (5)

where Ĥ[i] is the i-th pixel in Ĥ , and pi is the center coor-
dinate of the i-th pixel. Then, the branch can be optimized
with a focal loss [14]:

Lfg =
1

Npos

R×A∑
i=1

−α(1− H̃[i])γ log(H̃[i]), (6)

where

H̃[i] =

{
H[i] if Ĥ[i] = 1

1−H[i] otherwise
. (7)

The regression branch predicts the relative distance be-
tween the foreground pixels and the centers of their corre-
sponding instances. Let D and D̂ ∈ RR×A×4 denote the
predicted regression map and its corresponding target map,
and Cbev ∈ RM×4 denote the centers of the ground-truth
objects, where each center is represented by both Cartesian
coordinate (xi, yi) and polar coordinate (ρi, ϕi). The target
map of D̂ can be formulated as:

D̂[i] =

{
Cbev[k] if pi is inside Bbev[k]

(0, 0, 0, 0) otherwise
. (8)

For pixels that belong to two or more instances, we ran-
domly choose the corresponding instance it belongs to. The
branch is optimized with a Smooth-l1 loss [15]:

Ldis =

R×A∑
i=1

Smooth-l1(D[i], D̂[i]). (9)

The output of the module G = Cat([H,D]) could be
regarded as instance-wise geometric clues, which are sup-
posed to help solve the occupation difference and the fea-
ture blurring issue. However, we find that the auxiliary
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supervision itself does not introduce performance gain for
polar detectors. To tackle the issue, we further propose a
geometry-aware attention module to fully utilize the pre-
dicted information.

Geometry-aware aggregation. This sub-module exploits
the self-attention mechanism with the supplement of posi-
tional priors of pixels in global coordinates for the follow-
ing prediction of instance-wise geometric information. The
proposed module takes the input of the BEV map Fneck

as well as the output G of the geometry-aware prediction
module. We first calculate the geometry-aware embedding
map F geo from the geometric clues G and the real-world
positional clues P ∈ RR×A×4:

F geo = MLP (Cat([G,P ])). (10)

Then, we divide F geo and Fneck into non-overlapping win-
dows with size Wg ×Wg . Let Fneck

i , F geo
i ∈ RWg×Wg×C

be the feature of Fneck and F geo in the i-th window, then
the query Qi, key Ki and value Vi can be calculated as
Eq. 11.

Qi = Fneck
i Wq + F geo

i ,

Ki = Fneck
i Wk + F geo

i ,

Vi = Fneck
i Wv + F geo

i .

(11)

After that, self-attention can be formulated as Eq. 12 and
we obtain the aggregated feature of the window F agg

i :

F agg
i = softmax(

QiK
T
i√
d

) · Vi. (12)

Similar to the global representation re-alignment module,
we stack two geometry-aware aggregation modules with
window shifting to enlarge the receptive field.

With the geometry-guided self-attention, the proposed
module is capable of leveraging instance and geometric
clues into the feature aggregation and learning process, pro-
ducing features with rich prior for the following heads.

3.4. Implementation of detection heads

For simplicity, the design of the task heads follows Cen-
terPoint [32]. To demonstrate the scalability of our method,
we also modify the task heads of CenterFormer [37] in
the main experiments. We use smooth-l1 to optimize the
predicted box parameters and the focal loss to supervise
the classification score. The hyper-parameters of the task
heads just follow [32] and [37]. Besides, inspired by
RangeDet [7], we add an IoU regression head to predict
the IoU between the bounding box and the best-matched
ground truth annotations, which is also supervised in a
smooth L1 loss. When evaluated, the predicted confidence
scores are aligned with regression results by score′ =

score ∗ iouα, where α is set to be 1 in the experiment. The
overall loss of the proposed head can be formulated as fol-
lows:

L = Lcls+wregLreg +wfgLfg +wdisLdis+wiouLiou, (13)

where wreg , wfg , wdis and wiou are the coefficients that
balance the losses and are set to be [2, 1, 0.75, 2] on Waymo
models and [0.75, 1, 0.75, 2] on ONCE models.

4. Experiments
Experiments are conducted on two large-scale LiDAR

object detection benchmarks: Waymo Open Dataset [25]
and ONCE dataset [18]. In Sec. 4.1, we introduce the ex-
perimental details. Then we compare our method with other
state-of-the-art methods in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3. Finally, to
investigate the effect of different components in our method,
we conduct ablation studies in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Experimental setup

Waymo Open Dataset. The Waymo Open Dataset [25]
contains 798 point cloud sequences for training and 202
sequences for validation. The evaluation metrics on the
Waymo Open Dataset are 3D mean Average Precision
(mAP) and mAP weighted by heading accuracy (mAPH).
The mAP and mAPH are based on an IoU threshold of 0.7
for vehicles and 0.5 for other categories. The evaluated de-
tection results are also provided with two difficulty levels:
LEVEL 1 for boxes with more than 5 LiDAR points and
LEVEL 2 for boxes with at least 1 LiDAR point. Our model
adopts a detection range of [0.3m, 75.18m] for the r axis,
[−π, π] for the a axis, and [-2m, 4m] for the z axis.
ONCE dataset. In the ONCE dataset [18], there are one
million point cloud frames in total, with 5k, 3k, and 8k
frames annotated for training, validation, and testing. The
unlabeled point cloud frames are kept for self-supervised
learning or semi-supervised learning. Our ONCE model is
trained on the training set and evaluated on the validation
and testing set without using the unlabeled data. The evalu-
ation metric follows Waymo Open Dataset [25] and it does
not differentiate between L1 and L2. On the ONCE Dataset,
the detection range is set to [0.3m, 75.18m] for the r axis,
[−π, π] for the a axis, and [-5m, 3m] for the z axis.
Implementation details. We use the same 3D backbone
design, and training schedules as [3, 32]. The model is
trained with the ADAM optimizer and the cosine annealing
learning rate scheduler on both two datasets. On the Waymo
Open Dataset, we train our model with batch size 32 and
the initial learning rate of 0.003 for 36 epochs on 8 V100
GPUs. On the ONCE dataset, the batch size and the initial
learning rate are not changed, and the training epochs are
adapted to 80. Other training settings follow the respective
benchmark. The voxel size is [0.065, 0.00307, 0.15] for
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Method Backbone Coordinate Vehicle LEVEL 1 Vehicle LEVEL 2
3D mAP(%) 3D mAPH(%) 3D mAP(%) 3D mAPH(%)

PointPillars [12] Pillar Cartesian 63.3 62.7 55.2 54.7
Pillar-OD [27] Pillar Cartesian 69.8 - - -
MVF [35] Voxel Cartesian 62.93 - - -
PV-RCNN [23] Voxel Cartesian 77.51 76.89 68.98 68.41
VoTr-TSD [19] Voxel Cartesian 74.95 74.25 65.91 65.29
Pyramid-RCNN [17] Voxel Cartesian 76.3 75.68 67.23 66.68
PolarStream† [3] Voxel Polar 72.37 71.81 64.56 64.04
CenterPoint† [32] Voxel Cartesian 75.58 75.01 67.00 66.52
CenterPoint† [32] Voxel Polar 72.24 71.70 63.65 63.17
PARTNER-CP (Ours) Voxel Polar 76.05 75.52 68.58 68.11
CenterFormer† [37] Voxel Cartesian 75.83 75.32 69.52 68.98
CenterFormer† [37] Voxel Polar 74.79 74.30 68.56 68.04
PARTNER-CF (Ours) Voxel Polar 77.76 77.24 70.30 69.84

Table 1. Performance comparisons of 3D object detection on the Waymo val. set for vehicle detection. We show the mAP/mAPH in the
L1/L2 difficulty levels. †: re-implemented using the official code.

Method
Number of streaming sectors

1 2 4 6 8

STROBE [8] 60.5/59.8 59.5/58.9 58.8/58.3 58.3/57.6 58.0/57.3

Han [10] 61.8/61.4 61.7/61.1 60.7/60.2 60.0/59.3 59.9/59.3

Cartesian [32] 62.5/61.8 61.6/60.9 60.5/60.0 59.8/59.1 59.4/58.7

Polar [32] 61.0/60.4 61.5/60.9 61.0/60.6 60.2/59.5 60.4/59.9

PolarStream [3] 61.4/60.8 61.8/61.2 61.2/60.7 60.3/59.7 60.7/60.2

Ours 63.8/63.2 64.3/63.8 66.0/65.5 65.3/64.7 64.5/64.0
Table 3. Performance of streaming detection on the Waymo val.
set for vehicle detection. We show the 6 epochs results in L2.
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Figure 5. Comparison of different streaming methods wrt. de-
tection results vs latency on Waymo val. set.

Methods
Voxel size

1x 2x 3x 4x 5x
Cartesian 65.5 61.3 56.2 47.0 35.6
Polar 62.1 58.5 54.9 50.0 46.0
Ours 66.8 62.4 57.0 54.7 50.3

Table 2. Performance of L2 mAPH under different resolutions (1x
to 5x) on the Waymo val. set for vehicle detection.

the 1x model. Due to computational resource limitations,
we report the results of streaming-based pipeline, different
resolutions, and ablation studies with models trained within
6 or 12 epochs on the Waymo Open Dataset. More details
are included in the appendix.

4.2. Experiments on the Waymo Open Dataset

Comparison with previous methods. For a fair compari-
son, we re-implement two baseline models from their offi-

Method Overall Vehicle Pedestrian Cyclist

PointRCNN [24] 28.74 52.09 4.28 29.84

PointPillars [12] 44.34 68.57 17.63 46.81

PV-RCNN [23] 55.35 77.77 23.50 59.37

CenterPoint-Cartesian [32] 60.05 66.79 49.90 63.45

CenterPoint-Polar† [32] 49.55 64.62 24.67 59.35

PolarStream† [3] 53.33 65.54 33.76 60.69

PARTNER (Ours) 63.15 68.07 53.45 65.93
Table 4. Performance comparisons of 3D object detection on the
ONCE val. set. †: re-implemented using the official code.

cial implementations: CenterPoint [32], a Cartesian-based
method, and PolarStream [3], the state-of-the-art polar-
based method. Our proposed PARTNER, re-implemented
PolarStream, and CenterPoint have the same voxel-based
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3D backbone, task heads, data augmentations, and train-
ing epochs to ensure a fair comparison. Table 1 shows the
detection results on the Waymo validation set. Adopting
CenterPoint [32] as baseline, our method attains 76.05%
LEVEL 1 mAP and 68.58% LEVEL 2 mAP for vehicle
detection, surpassing existing polar-based methods by a
significant margin. Also, our approach outperforms those
Cartesian-based 3D detectors [32, 19], manifesting the ef-
fectiveness of our method. Besides, we also report our re-
sults with CenterFormer [37] as a stronger baseline. Experi-
mental results present the state-of-the-art L2 mAP (70.3%),
proving the potentiality of polar representation.
Comparison on streaming-based pipeline. We perform
3D detection in a streaming manner by separating the point
cloud into individual polar sectors and processing each sec-
tor similarly to the full-sweep method. For benchmarking
streaming detection, we also re-implement Cartesian repre-
sentation methods following PolarStream [3]. As is shown
in Table 3, our method outperforms previous state-of-the-art
methods under any number of sectors with a large margin,
proving the superiority of our method in steaming-based de-
tection. Moreover, the trade-offs between latency and accu-
racy, as illustrated in Figure 5, also demonstrate the signifi-
cant advantages of our method.

To further validate the effectiveness of our PARTNER
and its consistency under different grid-based methods, i.e.,
pillar-based approaches, we deploy our proposed global
representation realignment and geometry-aware adaptive
head onto PointPillars [12] under streaming scenarios. As
is shown in Table 5, our method still outperforms Po-
larStream [3] with a pillar-based backbone under any num-
ber of sectors with a large margin, indicating both the effec-
tiveness and the generalization of our method.

Method
Number of streaming sectors

1 2 4 8

PolarStream [3] 61.2/60.6 60.5/59.9 60.3/59.7 58.6/58.0
Ours 62.4/61.8 62.8/62.2 62.6/62.0 63.1/62.6

Table 5. Performance of streaming detection based on PointPillars
for vehicle detection. We show the mAP/mAPH of 6 epochs in the
L2 difficulty level for Waymo dataset.

Comparison on different resolutions. Another promis-
ing intrinsic characteristic of polar-based LiDAR detec-
tion is the robust performance under different resolutions.
The experimental results in Table 2 demonstrate that the
Cartesian-based method suffers an exponential performance
drop (35.6% in the 5x model), whereas polar-based methods
are less affected (50.3% in the 5x model). Meanwhile, with
the increase of resolution, i.e., the decrease of the grid scale,
PolarStream [3] shows that it is limited by feature distortion,
which is overcome by our method (+4.7% in 1x model).

w/o GRR w/ GRR

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Visualization of t-SNE features with and without GRR.
Blue dots are foreground while red dots are background.

Coord. GRR GA
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

Cartesian ✗ ✗ 73.51/72.96 65.86/65.33

Polar ✗ ✗ 70.31/69.82 62.74/62.23

Polar ✓ ✗ 72.62/72.07 65.02/64.50

Polar ✓ ✓ 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 6. Effects of different components in PARTNER. We show
the 12 epochs results on the Waymo val. set for vehicle detection.

4.3. Experiments on the ONCE dataset

The ONCE dataset benchmarks different voxel-based
detectors using the same backbone network, and we also
follow this rule for a fair comparison. As is shown in Ta-
ble 9, PARTNER attains competitive results in all classes,
with 68.07% mAP for vehicle detection, 53.45% mAP for
pedestrian detection, and 65.93% for cyclist detection. The
overall mAP of our approach is 63.15%, 3.10% higher than
the Cartesian-based 3D object detector [32], and 9.82%
more elevated than the polar-based 3D object detector [3].
The observations on the ONCE dataset are consistent with
those on the Waymo Open Dataset, indicating both the ef-
fectiveness and the generalization of our method.

4.4. Ablation studies

Effects of different components in PARTNER. In Ta-
ble 6, we investigate the effectiveness of each component
in our proposed method. The global representation re-
alignment module can be independently applied on the de-
tector and boost the performance by 2.31% mAP compared
to the raw baseline. Combing the two proposed compo-
nents, we can obtain a performance gain of 5.04% mAP.
Effects of GRR. In the above part we ablate the effects of
global representation re-alignment and demonstrate its sig-
nificant improvement on polar-based representation. An-
other inquiry that might pique our interest is how our GRR
will influence the Cartesian-based ones. To further inves-
tigate this question, we apply the GRR module to the de-
tectors based on Cartesian representation. Interestingly, as
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Figure 7. Visualization of detection performance on Waymo Open Dataset. The green box denotes the ground truth box. The red box
denotes the predictions. Best viewed in color.

Coord. Re-alignment
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

Cartesian - 73.51/72.96 65.86/65.33

Cartesian GRR 73.04/72.50 65.38/64.86

Polar - 73.33/72.63 64.83/64.23

Polar (Ours) GRR 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 7. Effects of GRR applied on the Cartesian and polar coordi-
nates respectively. We show the 12 epochs results on the Waymo
val. set for vehicle detection.

Components
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

Baseline 72.62/72.07 65.02/64.50

+ aux. loss 72.48/71.92 64.89/64.36

+ win. attn. 73.11/72.58 65.46/64.95

+ pos. clues 74.34/73.79 66.57/66.06

+ geo. clues 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 8. Comparison of different designs in GA module. We show
the 12 epochs results on the Waymo val. set.

is shown in Table 7, Cartesian-based detector with the pro-
posed global representation re-alignment module achieves
even lower performance compared to before, which further
proves the rationality and pertinence of our method towards
polar representation. Additionally, we visualize the t-SNE
of features from GRR. As is shown in Figure 6, with the
help of GRR, foreground features are better aligned and
separated from background features.
Effects of geometry-aware adaptive module. To verify
the effectiveness of instance-wise geometric information
in geometry-aware adaptive module, we conduct ablation
studies in Table 8 to pinpoint where the improvements come
from. We can observe that auxiliary supervision alone does
not provide a gain but instead leads to a slight performance
drop, which proves that auxiliary loss itself did not lead
to improvements. Meanwhile, the window attention only
brings a 0.49% edge up. Furthermore, the performance is

constantly improved with the gradual introduction of geo-
metric and positional clues by 1.72% and 1.01%, indicating
the crucial rule of instance-wise geometric information.

4.5. Qualitative results

We have compared the quantified results of our PART-
NER on two major object detection benchmarks: Waymo
Open Dataset [25] and ONCE dataset [18]. In this section,
we present our visualization results on Waymo [25]. As is
shown in Figure 7, our method could successfully detect
objects in the challenging scenes.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we revisit the problem of feature distor-
tion in the polar representation, which restricts the polar-
based 3D detectors severely. To tackle this issue, we present
PARTNER, a novel 3D object detector in the polar coordi-
nate. PARTNER alleviates the dilemma of feature distor-
tion with global representation re-alignment and facilitates
the regression by introducing instance-level geometric in-
formation into the detection head. Results demonstrate that
the proposed method outperforms the previous polar-based
works with a large margin and achieves competitive results
over the state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, PARTNER
exhibits overwhelming advantages in streaming and differ-
ent resolutions settings. We expect our work could inspire
future research into polar-based 3D object detection.
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A. Implementation details
A.1. 3D backbone

We adopt the same 3D backbone network VoxelNet fol-
lowing CenterPoint [32] in our experiments. For polar voxel
representation, we replace the original x−y axis with r−a
axis in polar, where r indicates range (distance to the ego in
x-y axis) and a indicates azimuth. After voxelization, the
normal sparse convolution network is used to extract 3D
feature map, which is no different from the Cartesian one.
The 3D backbone downsamples the dimensions of r and a
axis with a scale factor of 8 and the z axis with 16. And
then the 3D feature map is mapped to the BEV and obtain
the BEV feature F ∈ RR×A×C for the following pipeline.

A.2. Global representation re-alignment

The GRR applies attention to the representative features
for non-local alignment. It is composed of two attention
sub-modules: Condense attention and Angular attention.
We design Condense attention to select representative fea-
tures to facilitate long-range re-alignment. In our experi-
ments, the neighborhood of the 1D local max filtering op-
eration is 3, and the number of essential features selected
from each column (N ) is set to be 4. In Angular attention,
the angular window size Wa is set to be 8 and the window
shifting stride of the second Angular attention is 4, which is
the half of the angular window size. All the parameters are
guaranteed to be the best configuration.

B. Detailed experimental results on the ONCE
dataset

In the ONCE dataset [18], there are one million point
cloud frames in total, with 5k, 3k, and 8k frames annotated
for training, validation, and testing. The unlabeled point
cloud frames are kept for self-supervised learning or semi-
supervised learning. Our ONCE model is trained on the
training set and evaluated on the validation and testing set
without using the unlabeled data. The evaluation metric fol-
lows Waymo Open Dataset [25] and it does not differentiate
between L1 and L2. On the ONCE Dataset, the detection
range is set to [0.3m, 75.18m] for the r axis, [−π, π] for the
a axis, and [-5m, 3m] for the z axis.

The detection results are divided according to the object
distances to the sensor: 0-30m, 30-50m, and 50m-inf. Due
to page limitation, in the main paper we only evaluate the
performance ignoring the distance. In this section, we re-
port the detailed performance according to distance in Ta-
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Method mAP(%)
Vehicle mAP(%) Pedestrian mAP(%) Cyclist mAP(%)

overall 0-30m 30-50m 50m-inf overall 0-30m 30-50m 50m-inf overall 0-30m 30-50m 50m-inf

PointRCNN [24] 28.74 52.09 74.45 40.89 16.81 4.28 6.17 2.4 0.91 29.84 46.03 20.94 5.46

PointPillars [12] 44.34 68.57 80.86 62.07 47.04 17.63 19.74 15.15 10.23 46.81 58.33 40.32 25.86

PV-RCNN [23] 55.35 77.77 89.39 72.55 58.64 23.50 25.61 22.84 17.27 59.37 71.66 52.58 36.17

CenterPoint-Cartesian [32] 60.05 66.79 80.10 59.55 43.39 49.90 56.24 42.61 26.27 63.45 74.28 57.94 41.48

CenterPoint-Polar† [32] 49.55 64.62 77.29 59.75 38.21 24.67 30.12 20.68 11.42 59.35 71.31 55.90 31.95

PolarStream† [3] 53.33 65.54 78.03 60.13 38.76 33.76 40.94 29.57 15.32 60.69 72.53 57.10 32.34

PARTNER (Ours) 63.15 68.07 79.41 62.77 44.35 53.45 66.56 41.08 26.76 65.93 78.86 62.17 42.23
Table 9. Performance comparisons of 3D object detection on the ONCE val. set. We maintain the same backbone architecture and training
configurations with the baselines on the ONCE benchmark. †: re-implemented using the official code. We re-implement CenterPoints in
polar coordinates for fair comparison.

ble 9. Our method attains consistent advantages in differ-
ent ranges compared to the Cartesian-based 3D object de-
tectors [24, 12, 32] as well as polar-based state-of-the-art
method [3].

Methods Frames L2 mAPH

SWFormer 3 74.7
ConQueR 1 73.3
PARTNER-CP 1 73.2
PARTNER-CF 1 75.0

Table 10. Results on Waymo test set.

C. Experimental results on the Waymo test set

To make fully comparison, we compare with two recent
state-of-the-art works, SWFormer [26] and ConQueR [38]
on the Waymo [25] test set. Actually, our PARTNER-
CF has outperformed SWFormer (single-frame) and Con-
QueR [38] (1x resolution) in L2 on the validation set. As
ConQueR [38] only reports its results with 2x resolution
backbone (mentioned in ConQueR [38]) on the test set, to
make comparison fairly, we also utilize the 2x resolution
trick and report our results in Tab. 10. Results prove the
advantages of our algorithm even compared with state-of-
the-art methods.

D. More ablations

D.1. Effects of different partition patterns

In the main paper, we first transform the points on Carte-
sian coordinate system to the polar system by transform-
ing the points {(x, y, z)} to points {(r, a, z)}. Then the
voxelization performs the split on these three dimensions
evenly. Due to polarizing, the evenly partitioned grid will
have varying volumes according to range (more farther-
away region, larger grid), which coincides with the im-

Discretization
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

SID [9] 74.32/73.69 65.81/65.30

LID [22] 74.61/73.91 66.14/65.61

UD (Ours) 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 11. Comparison of different discretization strategies. We
show the 12 epochs results on the Waymo val. set.

balanced distribution of point clouds. Nevertheless, par-
tition range evenly may not be the most appropriate set-
ting. In addition to uniform partition (UD), two widely
used range discretization strategies, i.e., spacing-increasing
discretization [9] (SID) and linear-increasing discretiza-
tion [22] (LID), are also studied. SID (increasing bin sizes
in log space) is defined as

ri = elog(rmin) +
log(rmax/rmin) · i

Nr
, (14)

while LID is defined as:

ri = rmin +
rmax − rmin

Nr(Nr + 1)
· i(i+ 1), (15)

where ri is the range value of the i-th range grid index,
[rmin, rmax] is the full range to be discretized, and Nr

is the number of grids along the range axis. As is shown
in Table 11, uniform partition obtains the best performance
compared to SID and LID, which indicates the spatial dis-
tribution of UD is more consistent with that of point clouds.

D.2. Further study on GRR

In Table 12, we evaluate different attention mechanisms
used for feature re-alignment. An attempt to enlarge the
receptive field efficiently is to integrate polar feature maps
globally along the range and angular axis using axial at-
tention [11]. However, experimental results demonstrate
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Figure 8. Visualization of detection performance on ONCE dataset. The green box denotes the ground truth box. The red box denotes the
predictions. Best viewed in color.

Re-alignment
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

Baseline 73.33/72.63 64.83/64.23

Axial [11] 73.41/72.72 64.92/64.33

Channel-wise [34] 73.71/73.00 65.22/64.61

Swin [16] 73.62/72.93 65.13/64.54

GRR 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 12. Comparison of different attention mechanisms in the re-
alignment. We show the 12 epochs results on the Waymo val. set.

Coords. Reg. Target
Veh. LEVEL 1 Veh. LEVEL 2

mAP/mAPH(%) mAP/mAPH(%)

Cartesian Cartesian 73.51/72.96 65.86/65.33

Polar Polar 75.02/74.55 67.52/67.04

Polar (Ours) Cartesian 75.35/74.85 67.84/67.35

Table 13. Ablation study on the coordinate of box regression tar-
get. We show the 12 epochs results on the Waymo val. set for
vehicle detection.

this method is not feasible (only 0.08% gain). Another at-
tempt is to introduce channel-wise attention [34] during po-
lar feature re-alignment, by which distorted representations
can also be integrated efficiently in a global manner. Un-
fortunately, this practice attains limited improvement with
0.38% gain. One reasonable explanation for the failure
of both approaches is that conducting alignment blindly at
the global level introduces more background noise and pro-
duces feature representations with low quality. Meanwhile,
we try to use swin attention [16] to carry out feature align-
ment within the local region, trivial performance proved by
the ablations (0.29% gain), limited by background noise
and restricted receptive field.

D.3. Study on different regression targets

In this section, we ablate different regression coordi-
nates. In our main paper, we regress targets in the Carte-

sian coordinates, i.e., [x, y, z, w, l, h]. As we conduct
feature representation in polar space, a reasonable attempt
is to regress targets also in polar coordinates. We perform
this experiment in Table 13. The experimental results show
that regression in polar coordinates is less proper. One rea-
sonable explanation for this phenomenon is that polar-based
representation is robust enough to regress targets in the real
world, while regression in polar will bring unnecessary dif-
ficulties in optimization and convergence. For example, the
azumith’s restricted range of 0 to 2π is a numerical obsta-
cle for regression but significantly impacts box prediction
results. We observe a performance degradation, which co-
incides with our analysis.

E. Qualitative results
We have compared the quantified results of our PART-

NER on two major object detection benchmarks: Waymo
Open Dataset [25] and ONCE dataset [18]. In this section,
we present our visualization results on ONCE dataset [18].
As is shown in Figure 8, our method could successfully de-
tect objects in the challenging scenes and make consider-
ably accurate predictions.
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